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Basic concepts of the mechanics of discretized bodies with an intro
duction to discrete element calculus 

CZ. WOZNIAK (W ARSZAWA) 

BY A DISCRETIZED body we mean an approximate model of a continuous body, obtained by the 
process of discretization. The aim of this note is to present a general approach to the mechanics 
of discretized bodies in terms of the laws of motion (which have the same form for each discre
tized body) and the constitutive equations. The characteristic feature of the mechanics formu
lated for discretized bodies is the simple form of the basic equations and their formal resemblance 
to the known equations of the mechanics of continuous media. The equations obtained form 
also the theoretical basis of the known finite element method [7]. 

Cialem dyskretyzowanym nazywamy przyblii:ony model osrodka ci(lglego, otrzymany w pro
cesie dyskretyzacji. W pracy przedstawiono og61ne podejscie do mechaniki cial dyskretyzo
wanych za pomoc(l r6wnan ruchu (takich samych dla kai:dego ciala dyskretyzowanego) oraz 
r6wnan konstytutywnych. Cech(l szczeg6ln'l tych r6wnan jest ich prosta budowa oraz formalne 
podobienstwo do znanych r6wnaii mechaniki osrodk6w ci(lglych. Otrzymane r6wnania tworZ(l 
jednoczesnie teoretyczn(l podbudow~ dla znanej metody element6w skonczonych [7]. 

):V{cKpeTil3YCMbiM TCJJOM Ha3hiBaeM Ilpll6JIIDI<eHHyro MO)J;eJib CIIJIOIIIHOH Cpe)J;hi, IIO~aeMyro 
B pe3yJibTaTe npon:ecca .zzy~cKpeTil3an:llll. B pa60Te H3JIO>KeH o6In;HH no.o;xo.o; K npo6neMaM Me
XaHilKil )J;IlCKpern3yCMbiX TCJl, OCHOBaHHbiH Ha ypaBHeHIDIX JJ;Bil>KeHIDI (O~OBbiX ,wm 
acex JJ;IlCKpern3yeMbiX Ten) H Ha onpe.o;eJUilOII.J;HX ypaBHeHIDIX. OTIDiliHTeJibHOH qepTO:H 3THX 
ypaBHCHHH .R:BllileTC.R: rrpoCTOe CTpoeHHe H cPOPMaJibHOe IIO)J;OOHe C ll3BecTHbiMH ypaBHCHH.R:MH 
MexaHHKH cnnoiiiHo:H cpe)J;bi. BbiBe.o;eHHbre ypaBHeHH.R: o6pa3yiOT O.o;HOBpeMeHHo TeopeTH
qecKH:H 6a3HC H3BCCTHOrO MeTO)J;a KOHCqHbiX 3JICMCHTOB (7]. 

1. Discretized bodies 

To OBTAIN a discretized body from a given continuous body we have to separate the 
continuous body by imaginary surfaces into a finite or a countable set of disjointed ele
ments. Such elements are said to be the finite elements. We assume that the motion of an 
arbitrary finite element can be described, with sufficient accuracy, by the motion of the 
finite set of material elements not belonging to any finite elements and having only a finite 
number of degrees of freedom. These material elements are said to be the particles of the 
discretized body. Finite elements are assumed to be connected only by particles. For 
a particle we can take a free point, a finite set of free points or a finite set of points subjected 
to constraints. An arbitrary particle is denoted by d, and D is the set of all particles. More
over, we assume that: 

1. The mass distribution in the continuous body is approximated by concentrated 
masses assigned only to the particles of the discretized body, 

2. Each particle is a separate holonomic dynamic system with n degrees of freedom, 
where n is constant for an arbitrary dE D. 
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3. The generalized coordinates qa(d, r), a= 1, 2, ... , n, of the particle de D (r is 
the time coordinate) are, for each de D, the components of the vector in one n-th dimen
sional vector space vn which is said to be the configuration space(!). 

We see that to each particle d e D we can assign the kinetic energy 

where aab(d, ... ), aa(d, ... ), a(d, ... ) are, for each de D, the known functions of the time 
coordinate rand generalized coordinates qc(d, r); in what follows, the indices a, b, c involve 
the sequence 1, 2, ... , n. 

The set of particles which determines the motion of the given finite element is said 
to be the discrete element. Each discrete element will be denoted by E and the set of all 
such elements by G, E e G. We see that G is a covering of D, and particles interact only 
in subsets E e G. 

From the point of view of geometry, the discretized body is a pair (D, tff), where D 
is a countable or finite set of particles de D, and C is the given covering of D by the discrete 
elements E e G, and where to each particle d is assigned the n-dimensional configuration 
vector space v;. In the present paper, we restrict our considerations to the case in which 
an arbitrary space v; is the same configuration space vn. 

The discretization process given above is also used, in more special form, in the weJl 
known finite element method [7]. Thus we conclude that the mechanics of discretized 
bodies can also be used as the theoretical basis of the finite element method. At the same 
time, the mechanics of discretized bodies yields many general theorems, analytical solu
tions (in the case of elastic discretized bodies [4]) and deals with problems in which the 
particles of the discretized body may have a very complicated structure. Moreover, we shall 
prove that the form of the basic equations of discretized bodies is independent of the num
ber of finite elements of the continuous body, and is similar to the form of the known 
equations of the mechanics of continuous media. It is obvious that there are many discre
tization processes which can be applied to the same continuous body, but this problem 
is not considered in the mechanics of a discretized body, where we assume that such body 
is given a priori. 

Now, we shall present some very simple examples of discretized bodies. On Fig. la 
is given the extensible rod (the continuous body), which can be approximated by a discre
tized body given on Fig. 1 b. The particles of this discretized body are concentrated masses 
d1 , d2 , ••• , dK, the finite elements are weightless rod segments between particles di and 
di+b i = 1, 2, ... , K -1, and the discrete elements are the sets {d1 , d2 }, .•• , {dK-l, dK}. 
If the particles are free material points, then n = 3, and if they are rigid bodies, then n = 6; 
the positive integer n is said to be the number of local degrees of freedom of the discretized 
body. Into the pair (D, G) we can introduce the allowable difference structure given on 
Fig. le; the functionfi: D1 -. D_1 has the form di+t =Ji(di) ,i = 1, 2, ... , K-l, where 
Dr = {d1, d2 , ••• , dx_t}, D1 = {d2 , d3 , ••• , dx} and m= 1 (cf. Appendix). On Fig. 2a 

(1) This assumption can be formulated in a weaker form; we can introduce a configuration space V3 
for each dE D and define the connexion in the bundle of spaces v3, dE D [5], cf. Sec. 5. 
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is given a rectangular plate which is divided into a set of finite elements. As the particles 
of the discretized body we may take straight-line segments, normal to the middle plane 
of the plate; if they are rigid we have n = 5. Any discrete element is a set of four particles 

FIG. 1. 

A 8 

t6t~~IL 
IAI~I/ 
tZtZtZ 
d3•Frd2 , d1•6rdz, d.,•Fmdz 

FIG. 2. 

interconnected by the single finite element (for example particles d1 , d2 , d3 , d4 on Fig. 2). 
The allowable difference structure on (D, tl) (on the discretized body) is given on Fig. 
2b in the form of an oriented graph. The set of all "horizontal" vectors on Fig. 2b is 
represented by the function fr: D1 -+ D _1, the set of all "vet tical" vectors is represented 
by the function fu: Du-+ D_u, and all other vectors are represented by the function 
fm: Dm-+ D_m (cf. Appendix). Another example of the pair (D, tl) is given on Fig. 3a, 

A B 

FIG. 3. 

where D is a set of 11 points and tl is a set of 5 discrete elements; each of them has 4 
points. On Fig. 3b the allowable difference structure (cf. Appendix) is given in the form 
of a graph, where m = 4 and the functions fr, / 11 , f m, frv are represented by vectors denot
ed by I, 11, Ill, IV, respectively. 
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2. Equations of motion 

Let us denote by Q11 = Q11 (d, T) the generalized force acting at the particle d, de D. 
Lagrange's equations of the second kind have the known form: 

elf. d ar ar 
(2.1) Qa = Ta, Ta = dT oq" - oq"-, dE D. 

In what follows we assume that the argument d, not given explicitly in the equation, is 
defined in the set referred to on the right side of this equation. In order to write the equa
tions of motion of the discretized body (i.e., the equations of motion of an arbitrary 
particle of this body), we have to introduce an allowable difference structure on each 
(D,h 84), de D, where 84 is a set of all discrete elements which contain the particle d, 
and D 4 is a set of particles which is covered by 8 4 (cf. Appendix). Throughout this Section 
we assume that the indices A, . . . involve the sequence I, 11, ... , m4 , where m, 

!! max: (D4 , /,)-1. Let us denote by Fa(d', T) the generalized force acting on the particle 
d' e D4 in the discrete element E4, e 8 4 , and by -T/·(d', T) the generalized force acting 
on the particle fAd' in the same discrete element E4, • (In Sec. 1 we have assumed that the 
particles d e D interact only in subsets E e 8); these denotations hold only when the 
discrete element E4: exists, and when d' e D1. To define the symbols Fa(d, T), T1(d, T), 

T11A(f-Ad, T), for an arbitrary A = I, 11, ... , m4 , we put F11(d, T) g 0, T,~ (d, T) g 0 

when the discrete element E4 does not exist (in this cased"' e UDf); we also put T,~(d, T) g 
Jl 

= 0 when d- e Df, and T11A(f_Ad, T) g 0 when d"' e D;;A. All these denotations can 
be introduced in an arbitrary allowable difference structure on (D4, 8 4), de D; in many 
special cases, allowable difference structures on (D4 , 8 4) can be induced by a single global 
difference structure on (D, 8) (cf. Appendix). Because at each de D there acts also an 
external force, we can write: 

me~ 

(2.2) Q11 (d, T) = F11 (d, T)- ~ T/<f-Ad, T)+f,(d, T), 
A-1 

where J,(d, T) is an external generalized force acting at d. Let us denote by - ta(d, T) 
the sum of generalized internal forces acting at the discrete element E4 , which are produced 
by the corresponding finite element-i.e., by interaction among the particles of this dis
crete element: 

m., 
(2.3) ta(d, T) ~ Fa(d, T)- ~ T,.A(d, T). 

A-1 

Combining (2.2) and (2.3), we obtain: 

me~ 

(2.4) Qa(d, T) = ~[T/(d, T)-TaA<f-Ad, T)}+ta(d, T)+fa(d, T). 
A= I 

Substituting (2.4) into (2.1) and using the symbol XA (cf. Appendix), we arrive at: 

(2.5) 
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where the summation convention for the index A holds. The form of Eqs. (2.5) is independ· 
ent of the material and structural properties of the finite elements E e C 4 , (2); hence 
we see that Eqs. (2.5) may be called the equations of motion of the discretized body. 

The functions T(JA(d, r), t(J(d, r) and the differences LfA in (2.5) are determined only in 
a given allowabJe difference structure on (D4 , 8 4); in any other allowable difference struc-

ture on (D4 , 8 4), they have to be replaced by T(JA'(d, r), t~(d, r), .JA,, respectively. Since 
the expression ra(d, ... )-fa(d, ... ) is independent of the difference structure on (D4 , .8 4), 

and 

JA,TtJA'(d, r)+t~(d, T) = LJATtJA(d, r)+t(J(d, T) = rtJ(d, ... )-f(J(d, T), 

then the sum LfATtJA+t(J is an invariant under arbitrary transformation of the allowable 
difference structure on (D4 , tip). 

Let us denote by !JL = !JL(E) the elementary work performed by internal forces in the 
given discrete element E e 8. Let on E be prescribed the local coordinate system (cf. 
Appendix) in which the internal forces are Fa(d, r), T(JA(d, r). Denoting by !Jtf(d, r) 
an arbitrary variation of the functions tf(d, r), we arrive at: 

(2.6) !JL(E) = F(J(d, r)llq(J(d, r) + 2 T(JA(d, r)dq(J(fAd, r) 
A 

= - T(J(d, r)llq(J(d, r) +,I T(JA(d, r)llif(d, r) + 2 T(JA(d, r)!JL1Aq•(d, r). 
A A 

By virtue of (2.3), we obtain from (2.6): 

(2.7) !JL = T(JA!JLf...tq(J-t(J or L = T(JALfAq(J-t.q(J. 

The form !JL is an invariant under a group of transformations of the local coordinate 
system (cf. Appendix). Hence we see that m4 + I numbers - t(J, T(J A, given for each a, T, d, 
are components of a vector at E4 and with respect to the group U"'+ 1• The m4 + 1 numbers 
(', L1Atf, given for each a, d, T, are components of a covector at E4 and with respect 
to the same group U"'+l. The components of the discrete gradient L1Atf (a and d, Tare 
fixed) are components of the covector at E4 with respect to the group U,. Now, let the 
index A and the parameter T be fixed. Then numbers T(JA(d, r) and then numbers t(J(d, r) 
are components of the covectors in the vector space V!" dual to V". The external force 
acting at d, and the inertial force, are also represented by covectors in v:", and we may 
call the vector space v:" the space of forces. 

3. Constitutive equations 

Now, we are to establish the relation between the motion of an arbitrary discrete ele
ment E and the internal forces in such element. Prescribing at E the coordinate system 

f: E ~ (d,fid, ... ,f,d), m ~ E-1, we can describe the motion of E by the functions 
tf(d, r), L1Atf(d, r); it is a motion localized at de E. The internal forces in E can be given 

(2) The term "finite element" in the mechanics of discretized bodies has a meaning different from that 
in the discretization process, denoting only the external field by means of which the particles of the given 
discrete element interact. 
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now by the functions ta(d, 1), T1/(d, 1). According to the principle of determinism, we 
postulate that the internal forces in E and at the time instant -r are produced by the history 
of motion of E. It follows that the constitutive equations of the discretized body can be 
written, for each E e 8, in the form: 

~ 

TaA(d, 7:) = s~ (d, qb(d, u), LJ~(d, u)), 
a-=-oo 

(3.1) 
~ 

111 (d, -r) = Sa (d, l(d, u), LJ~l(d, u)); A, 4i = I, 11, ... , m, 
a=-oo 

where s: and Sa are said to be the constitutive functionals. The argument din these function
als denotes that the motion of E is localised at d e E. The constitutive functionals in the 
mechanics of discretized bodies characterizes the material, .kinematical and geometrical 
properties of the finite part of a deformable body (of a given finite element), while the con
stitutive functionals in the theory of continuous media describe only local (i.e. material) 
properties of this body. 

If for each E e 8 we have E = m+ 1 = const, and if we can prescribe at each E the 
local coordinate system in which the form of the constitutive functionals is the same for 

each E e 8, then the discretized body will be called uniform. If E = m+ 1 = const for 

each E e 8, G4 ~ m+ 1 for each de D, and all the local coordinate systems mentioned 
are induced by the sole difference structure on (D, 8), then the discretized body is said 
to be homogeneous. An arbitrary discrete element E will be called homogeneous if the 
form of the constitutive functionals of E is independent of de E. 

Equations (3.1) represent the general form of the constitutive equations in the mechan
ics of discretized bodies, and together with the equations of motion (2.5) form the basic 
system of equations of discretized bodies. We see that the equations of discretized bodies 
have a form similiar to the known equations of mechanics of continuous media. The main 
problem of the discretized body theory is to determine the form of the constitutive function
als; this problem has been solved only for certain special kinds of discretized bodies and 
examples of the constitutive equations will be given in separate papers. 

Suppose we are given now the special case in which the potential e(d, if(d, -r), q"({Ad, -r)) 
of the discrete element E = E4 exists, where we have tacitly assumed that the coordinate 
system is prescribed at E. From the definition of the potential it follows that: 

(3.2) F(d ) = _ oe(d, ... ) 
" , -r oq"(d, -r) , 

Let us define the function e(d, ... )putting 

(3.3) e(d, q11(d, -r), LJAq11(d, -r)) :!1 e(d, q"(d, -r), q"(d, -r)+L1Aq"(d, 1')). 

By virtue of (3.2), (3.3), (2.3) and the relations 

(3.4) oe(d, ... ) 
oq"(fAd, -r) 

oe(d, ... ) 
oq11(d, -r) 
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we arrive at 

(3.5) (d ) 
oe(, ... ) 

ta 'T = - oqa(d, t') . 

The discrete element for which Eqs. (3.5) hold is said to be elastic. If the relations (3.5) 
hold for each E E C, then the discretized body is called elastic, and Eqs. (3.5) and (2.5) 
are equations of discrete elasticity, [4]. These equations form a system of the second order 
ordinary differential equations for the unknown functions ~(d, T), dE D, and have to be 
considered together with the initial conditions 

(3.6) 

where qg(d), qg(d) are given. 
Now, let us suppose that for a given discrete element E there exists a real-valued differ

entiable function, which in a given local coordinate system can be represented in the 
form l/> = l/>(d, TaA(d, T), ta(d, T)). We assume that l/> ~ 0; if l/> < 0, then the discrete 
element E can be treated as elastic and if 

(3.7) (/> = 0, 

then appear the plastic quantities L1Aqa, qa. These quantities are not determined uniquely 
but within an arbitrary rigid motion of E (cf. Sec. 4). Using (2.7h, we can write: 

(3.8) JL = t5TaALJAqa-t5taqa = 0. 

By virtue of (3.8) and (3.7h, we obtain: 

(3.9) deD, 

where A is a constant. The function l/>(d, ... ) is said to be the plastic potential at the discrete 
element E4 , the condition l/>(d, ... ) = 0 is called the condition of plasticity, and Eqs. (3.9) 
are the laws of plastic flow at E4 • If the function l/> is determined for each discrete element 
of the discretized body, then this body is said to be the elastic-plastic discretized body. 

The form of the constitutive functionals depends on the choice of the local coordinate 
system. Using the transformation formulas given in the Appendix, we can write: 

(9,10) 

Sa(d, l, AAqb) = 'Sa(d', 'l, LJA, 'l) = 'StJ(d, l + 'aALJAl, BA,ALJAI), 

Sa(d, l, LJ<I)l) = BA,A'S1'(d', 'l, LJ<I),'l)+'aAISa(d', 'l, LJ<I), 'l) 

= BA,A'S1'(d, qb+'a<I)LJ<I)f B 1,1) A<l)q )+'aA'S(J(d, l+'a<I)A<I)qb,B<I),•A<I)l> 

T 

SA~ SA 
41 - 41 ' 

a=-oo a=-oo 

b df b(d q =q ,a), I b df b(d' ) q =q ,a, 

where f: E-+ (d,Jid, ... ,fmd) and f':E-+ (d', ... ,),m= m'= E-1, are two arbitrary 
coordinate systems at E. In what follows, we shall interpret the transformation f' o [-1 

in (3.10) (given by 'all) and B<l),<l)) as the point transformation which maps the particle 
d on the particle d', and the particle fAd on the particle fA·d' for A' = A = I, 11, ... , m. 
We can prove that there always exists a subgroup J"'+ 1 of the group um+l (cf. Appendix) such 
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that Sa( ... )= Sa( ... ) and 'S1'( ... ) = <51'S1( ... ), where the arguments denoted by points 
are the same in each functional. In this case, by virtue of (3.10), we conclude that the 
relations 

(3.11) 
Sa(d, l, L1t~~l) = Sa(d,l+'atliLJtlll,Btll'tliL1tlll), 

s:ca, qb, t1tllqb) = BA,A<5~'s:ca, qb + 'atll L1tlll, Ba,tll t1tllqb) 

+ 'aASa(d, l + 'at11L1t~~l, Bt~~,tliL1tllqb), 
hold for an arbitrary element of the group ["'+ 1 , given by the sequence (1 at~~)and by the matrix 
(Bt~~' t~J). The group ["'+ 1 is said to be the isotropy group of the constitutive functionals 
Sa, s: at the discrete element E e G and in the localization of motion in the particle de E. 
In the special case, the isotropy group is a trivial group-i.e., 1 at~~ = 0, Bt~~' t11 = <5S, is the 
only element of this group. If the group Jm+l contains the group om+ 1 (cf. Appendix) for 
all m+ 1 localizations of the motion of E, then the discrete element E is said to be isotropic. 
If the discrete element is elastic, then Eq. (3.10) has to be replaced by: 

(3.12) e(d,qb,L1t~~l) = e'(d','l,t1t~~,'l) = e'(d,l+'atliLJt~~l, Bt~~,t~Jjtllqb). 

Let us suppose that 1 at~~, Bt~~, t~~ in (3.12) determine the element of the isotropy group Jm+ 1 • 

In this case, we obtain e' ( ... ) = e( ... ) and we can write 

(3.13) 

If the elastic discrete element is isotropic, then (3.13) must be satisfied for 'at~~ = 0, for 
each (BA/) = (QA,A) and each de E. In isotropic elastic discretized bodies, the elastic 
potential is an invariant under the group om. 

4. Stresses and strains 

Let there be given an arbitrary discrete element E and a local coordinate system f: E -+ 

-+ (d,Jid, ... ,fmd). Let the elementary work dL = dL(E) be an invariant under the 
k-patameter infinitesimal group of transformations qa(d', r)-+ q11(d', r)+ A. (d', qb(d', r)) ea: 
d1 e E, where ea:, ex = 1, 2, ... , k, are independent infinitesimal parameters. Moreover, 
we assume that dL(E) is not invariant under any k+ 1 parameter group of transformations. 
Substituting <5q11(d, r) = A.~(d, qb(d, r)) ea: and <5t1Aqa(d, r) = LJAA.~(d, qb(d, r)) e« into 
Eqs. (2. 7), we obtain <5L = 0 for arbitrary e1, e2 , •.• , f!'. It follows that 

(4.1) Ta A(d ,r)t1AA.~(d, qb(d, r))- ta(d, r)A.~(d, l(d, r)) = 0, ex = 1, ... , k. 

Let us denote by ell, p = 1, 2, 3, three independent infinitesimal translations of the physi
cal space and by ell" = - e"", v = I, 2, 3, the parameters which determine three independ
ent infinitesimal rotations of this space. Using the parameters e", ell" = - e"ll in place 
of el, E

2, ... , e6, and assuming that q11(d', r) -+ qa(d1
, r) + c: e" + c:ll,qb(d1

, r) ell", 
where c:, c:ll., = - c:,ll are constants, we can write Eqs. ( 4.1) in the form: 

(4.2) taC; = 0, (Ta ALJAl- tal)Cbll"e11"~ = 0, 

where ell"~, n = 1, 2, 3, is the permutation symbol. It is easy to prove that the left-hand 
sides of ( 4.2) represent the components of the resultant force and the resultant moment 
acting on the finite element from the corresponding discrete element; as we assumed in 
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Eq. (~6), the finite element is loaded only by forces acting from the discrete element. 
In view of ( 4.2), we have mink = 6. If k = 6, then the finite element (cf. footnote on p. 6) 
is said to be stable, and if k > 6 then it is said to be unstable. 

Now let us introduce the sequence of K differentiable functions 

(4.3) )l.,t(d, 1:) = q;.,t(d, qa(d, 1:), L1Aqa(d, -r)), A = 1, 2, ... , K, 

defined at each E E 8 in an arbitrary local coordinate system. Moreover, we assume that 
the form of the functions ({J.,t is the same in each local coordinate system at E. It follows 
that the numbers y 1 , y 2 , ... , ?'K are, for each E, the components of the concomitant of the 
covectors with components ~, L1Aqa (cf. Appendix). We also assume that ~7' ..t = 0, A = 
= 1, 2, ... , K, are necessary and sufficient conditions for ~L = 0. By virtue of 

.i 0(/J.,t .i a 0(/J.,t .RA a ( OqJ.,t 'la OqJ.,t A 'la) a 0 
U)l.,t = oqa uq + BL1AqiULJAq = oqa Aa + oL1Aqa LJAAa E = ' 

we arrive at 

OqJ.,t A 'la 0(/J.,t 'la 0 
(4.4) -oL1Aqa LJAAa+ -oqa Aa = ' ex = 1, 2, ... , k, A = 1, 2, ... , K. 

Now, let us introduce the sequence of K functions pA = pA(d, -r) and let us suppose that 
the variation ~L can always be prescribed by the expression ~L = pA~?'A (the summation 
convention for the index A holds). In view of (2.7)1 we have 

(4.5) ~L = PA~?'A = PA(~a~L1Aqa+q>Aa~qa) = T/~L1Aqa-ta~t, 

where we have denoted 

(4.6) 

From (4.5) we conclude that 

(4.7) 

"" ~ OlJl.,t 1 2 
'V Aa - oqa ' N = ' ' ... ' K. 

Since n(m + 1) the internal forces Ta ·1, t have to satisfy the k relations ( 4.1 ), then we can 
assume that K = n(m+ 1)-k. Using the Kfunctions y.,t(d, -r) and the K functionsp.d(d, -r), 
we may disregard the condition (4.1), which will be satisfied as an identity. The functions 
)l.,t(d, -r) are said to be the strains, and the functions pA(d, -r) are said to be the stresses 
in a given discrete element of the discretized body. Some examples of stresses and strains 
in discretized bodies are given in separate papers. 

2. Alternative forms of basic equations 

By virtue of (4.7), we can transform the equations of motion (2.5) to the following: 

(5.1) JA(pAfP1a)+pA(/JNa+fa = ra, 

The constitutive equations (3.1) may be replaced by the following: 
'I' 

(5.2) pA(d, -r) = PA (d, y8 (d, a)), A, B = 1. 2, ... , K, 
----00 

where p.d are given constitutive functionals. Equations (5.1), (5.2) and the "geometric" 
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equations given in Sec. 4 

(5.3) 'Ya(d, T) = (/JA.(d, qa(d, -r), LJAqa(d, -r)), A = 1, 2, ... , K, 

constitute an alternative form of the basic equations of the mechanics of discretized bodies. 
In the special case of an elastic discretized body, we obtain e = e( d, y A. ( d, -r)) and pA. ( d, -r) = 
= oe(d, y8 (d, -r))joy.4.(d, -r). If we have to deal with an elastic-plastic body, then we have 

YA. = ).8(/JjopA., where (/J = (/J(d,pA.(d, -r)) is the elastic potential. 
In many special problems, it is convenient to assign to each dE D a separate configu

ration space V3 and a dual space V!". Let there be given on (Dd, Gd) an allowable difference 
structure; now, we have to assume additionally that there is given a connexion between 
spaces v;' VjAd (if we are to write the constitutive equations) and between spaces vr, 
V!~ Ad (if we are to write the equations of motion). Such connexions are determined, for any 

* fixed A, by the non-singular n x n matrices (~p+GAp(d)), (~p+GflcxA(d)), a, f3 = 1, 2, ... , n, 
where 

are components of the vectors after parallel transport from VjAd to v; and from V1~Ad 

to V!", respectively. Defining the following "absolute" differences 

(
5
.
5
) ~At·(d, T) ~ q(A)(d, T)-qa.(d, T) = f1Aqa.(d, T)+GAp(d)q'l(fAd, T), dEDA, 

- M - * 
~ATa.(d, T) = Ta.(A)(d, -r)-Ta.(d, T) = L1ATa.(d, -r)+GflcxA(d)Tp(f-Ad, T), dED_A, 

we have to replace the differences JAqa(d, -r), 11-~TaA(d, -r) by the absolute differences 
~Aqa.(d, -r), ~ATa.A(d, -r), respectively. Thus we arrive at the following equations of motion: 

(5.6) tJATa.A+ta.+fa. = ra., dED, 

and the constitutive equations: 
T 

Ta.A(d, T) = s~ (d, qfl(d, u), ~Aqfl(d, u)), 

(5.7) 
G=-00 

T 

ta.(d, -r) = Sa. (d, qfl(d, u), tJAqfl(d, u)). 
G=-00 

In the special case of a discretized elastic body, we obtain from (5.7) 

(5.8) 

where e{d, ... ) ~ e(d, qfl(d, -r), ~Aqfl(d, -r)) is the elastic potential. For an elastic-plastic 
discretized body, we can write: 

(5.9) .:a.(d ) = _ 'l atP(d, ... ) 
q 'T 1'. ata.(d, T) ' 

where tP(d, TaA(d, -r), t0 (d, -r)) is the plastic potential. We use here the indices ex, fJ 
instead of a, b, to underline the fact that the separate vector spaces V3, V!" are introduced 
for each dE D. The problem of connexion in the bundle V3, dE D of the vector spaces is 
discussed in [5] and app1ied in [4]. 
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6. Final remarks 

The main feature of the mechanics of discretized bodies is the simple and general form 
of the basic Eqs. (2.5), (3.1), their independence of the process of discretization (Eqs. 
(2.5), (3.1) are the same for all discretized bodies), and their formal resemblance to the 
known equations of continuum mechanics. The basic equations given in the present paper 
are only the starting point for further considerations which concern the linear and small 
deformation theory [8], the theory of variated states with vibration and stability problems 
[9], and the solution of various special problems. 

We can also observe that the equations of mechanics of discretized bodies in quasi
static as well as in simple dynamical problems can be directly used as the basic equations 
of the finite element method, if we are to obtain numerical solutions of these problems. 
In more complicated dynamical or time-dependent problems, we can arrive at the system 
of algebraic equations of the finite element method after performing discretization with 
respect to the time coordinate in the equations given in the paper. 

To conclude the paper, let us compare the mechanics of discretized bodies with contin·
uum mechanics. It is easy to see that all problems which can be discussed and solved 
within the mechanics of continuous media are not of interest as problems of the mechanics 
of discretized bodies. On the other hand, it must be born in mind that it is only simple 
boundary value problems of continuum mechanics that we are able to solve and to discuss; 
in particular, the region occupied by the continuous body and the external forces have 
to be given by simple analytical expressions. In the boundary value problems of continuum 
mechanics in which there are many singularities and discontinuities, also the finite differ
ence approach to boundary value problems leads to serious numerical difficulties. Such 
difficulties do not exist in the mechanics of discretized bodies, where we do not deal with 
any boundary conditions and where the non-continuous and singular character of external 
agents (concentrated forces) does not introduce any additional difficulties in solving the 
problem. Thus we can state that the theory of discretized bodies can be applied for somewhat 
complicated technical problems such as non-smooth shells, shells and plates made of differ
ent materials or loaded by many concentrated forces, systems composed of many plates 
and rods, etc. All such problems, which are too complex to be solved by use of the contin
uum approach, will be disccussed in separate papers. 

Appendix 

Introduction to discrete element calculus 

In finite difference calculus, we deal with real valued functions defined on finite or 
countable sets, provided that all points of such sets belong to a given lattice !if in the n-th 
dimensional affine space (E, VN)(l). Such lattices are introduced in order to replace the 

(3) The affine space (E, VN) is a space of points x e E and vectors t e VN. endowed with the mapping 
Ex VN --+ E (which is denoted by the symbol +, - i.e., x + t = x' e E) which satisfy additional conditions, 
[3]. The subset !if c E is said to be the lattice in (E, VN), if it is a set of all points x = Xo + rt1 t1 + ... + 
+rtNtN,where (x0 ; t1, t2, ...• tN) is a given basis in (E, VN) and rt1, rt2, ... , rtN are arbitrary integers. 

7 Arch. Mech. Stos. nr 1/73 
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differential equations by finite difference equations. The finite differences of an arbitrary 

function q;: L-+ R, L c: !l' are defined as the differences AK9i(x) ~ q; (x+tK)- q; (x), 
- elf 
L1Kq;(x) = q;(x)-q;(x-tK), K= 1, 2, ... ,N, assuming that xeL,x+tKeL,x-tKeL 
[2]. In the mechanics of discretized bodies or in the finite element method, we also deal 
with real valued functions defined on finite or countable sets, but points of these sets 
do not belong to any lattice in (E, VN), provided that we do not take into account certain 
special situations [1]. In all problems of mechanics of discretized bodies, as well as in the 
finite element method, there exists a certain covering of the given finite or countable set. 
Elements of such coverings will be called discrete elements. In all such problems, finite 
difference calculus has to be replaced by a more general approach called discrete element 
calculus. 

Let us denote by D the finite or countable set of points de D, where D > 1. Let 8 

be a covering of D with finite subsets E erf; we assume that 1\ (E > 1), 1\ (E' nE" c: E'), 
Eel E',E"el 

and that each de D is an element of the finite number of subsets E e rf. In the pair (D, 8), 
elements of 8 will be called discrete elements, and the points of Dare said to be the particles. 

DEFINITION 1. Each arrangement of all particles belonging to a given discrete element 
E e 8 in the form of a sequence will be called the coordinate system at E or the local 
coordinate system in (D, 8). 

Each local coordinate system is a mapping f: E-+ (d,jjd,f11 d, ... ,fmd), where dE E 

and fAd e E for .L1 = I, 11, ... , m, m = m(E) = E- 1 , the sense of the symbol fAd will be 
explained in what follows. If at the discrete element Ea coordinate system is prescribed, 
then for an arbitrary real-valued function f: S -+ R, E c: S c: D, there exist m numbers 
L1Aq;(d) = q;(JAd)-q;(d). The sequence of m numbers L1Aq;(d) is said to be the discrete 
gradient of q; atE; each discrete gradient of the given function q;: S-+ R can be defined 
only in a certain local coordinate system in (D, E). 

Let there be given at E two coordinate systems: f: E-+ (d,fid, ... ,fmd), f':E-+ 
-+ (d',fr, d', ... ,fm d'). The permutation (d,frd, ... ,fmd)-+ (d' fr. d', ... ,fm• d') given by 
f' o f-1 will be called the local transformation of the coordinate system atE; all such 
transformations form a group with (m+ 1) elements. To write any local transformation 
in explicit form, let us denote by U = U(E) the set of all subsets of E and let us define the 
mapping {0, 1} x U-+ U by assuming that 1u = u, Ou = 4> for each u e U. An arbitrary 
transformation of the coordinate system atE can now be put in the matrix form: 

(1) 

where the symbol + stands fot the symbol U and where 

, { 1 whend' = d, { 1 when d' =fAd, 
(2) a = t0 A = 

0 wh~nd' :F d, 0 when d' :F /Ad. { 
1 when fA· d' = d, 

aA = d' d 0 when fA· =F • 

{ 
1 whenfA·d' =fAd, 

A1. = I 

9 whenfA.d =F fAd. 

The (m+ I) x (m+ I) matrix in Eq. (1) is said to be the local transformation matrix; it is 
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an orthogonal matrix, the elements of which are either 1 or 0. An arbitrary ro wand an arbi
trary column of such matrix has one element equal to 1 and m elements equal to 0; if an 
element in the k-th row and the /-th column of the matrix is equal to one, then the k-th 
element in the sequence (d',fi d', ... ,f,., d') is identical with the /-th element in the se
quence (d,fid, ... , f,.d). It can be seen that the set of all local transformation matrices 
forms the group which will be denoted by om- 1

; this is a finite group with (m + 1) elements. 
DEFINITION 2. At the discrete element E, there is defined an object with s components, 

if to every coordinate system at Ea sequence of s numbers has been assigned. The object 
at E is called geometric if its components in the "new" local coordinate system can be 
expressed by its components in the "old" local coordinate system and by local transfor
mation. 

The Definition 2 has the same form as the known Wundheiler definition [6]. We shall 
also introduce the concept of the concomitant of the given object; the object at E, with 
components Q A., A = 1 , 2, ... , S, is called the concomitant of the object at E with compo
nents w(, a= 1, 2, ... , s, if there exists a function QA. = 'PA.(wa) which does not depend 
on the choice of the coordinate system at E. 

Now, we shall give some examples of geometrical objects which are used in the mechan
ics of discretized bodies. Let us assign to each coordinate system at E the sequence of 
m+ 1 numbers /, I J, A = I, 11, ... , m, each of them equal to 1. From 

[!'] ['a 'aA][/] 
/A, = aA' AA,A lA ' 

we obtain /' = I, /A, = lA for each A = A'. It follows that /, /1 , ... , !,. ate components 
of a geometrical object. Let <p: E --+ R be an arbitrary function and let us define, in an 

arbitrary coordinate system atE, the sequence of m+ 1 numbers <p ~ <p(d), <fJA ~ L1A<p(d). 
Simple calculations show that: 

(3) 

where 

{ 

1 whenfA,d'-=fAd, 

BA,A = AA,A-JA,'aA, BA,A = -1 when d' =fAd, 

0 in other cases. 

We can prove that the set of (m+ 1) x (m+ 1) matrices in (3) forms a group which will be 
denoted by U"'- 1 and is a subgroup of the group of unimodular matrices. By virtue of 

[1 "aA J [1 "aA' ][1 'aA J 
0 BA,A = 0 BA,A' 0 BA,A , 

we arrive at "aA = 'aA+"aA'BA,A, BA,A = BA,A' BA,A· Putting "aA = 0, BA,A = ~1" 
and "aA' = aA', B;t:, = BAA', we obtain: 

(4) 

The set of all matrices (BA- tJ) forms a group which is denoted by U,.. Assuming that in 
(3) the condition 'aA = 0 always holds, we arrive at a subgroup of um+ 1 which is also 
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a subgroup of QW+ 1
• This is a group of all (m+ 1) x (m+ 1) matrices 

where (Q11 ,11) e om, and it will be denoted by Og'+ 1
• All these groups are encountered in the 

mechanics of discretized bodies. We conclude that the object with m+ 1 components 
cp, cp A is geometrical. It will be called the covector with respect to the group um+ 1 • The 
object with m components q;A (a discrete gradient) is also geometrical and is called the 

covector with respect to the group fJm. The object with m+ 1 components VJ, ~and with 
the transformation formula 

(6) 

will be called a vector with respect to the group um+ 1 • By virtue of 

(p', p"') (~.) = (p, p,.)(,~ B~.,.)(;. B~,..)(;.,) 

= (p, p,.) ('a"+~,.."a"' B ... "~,. ... )(;). 
and using ( 4), we conclude that 

(7) (p', p,..)(~.) = (p, p,J (; .. ). 

It follows that the form (7) is an invariant under the local transformation group. All the 

foregoing considerations are also valid if we denote E = s+ 1, and if we introduce a local 
coordinate system f:E-+ (d,fA

1
d, ... ,JAil), where (A 1 , A 2 , ... , A.) is a subsequence 

of the sequence (I, JI, ... , m), s < m. In this case, the indices A, (/J take the values A1 , 

A 2 , ... ,A •. 
In the theory of discretized bodies and in the finite element approach, the local coordi

nates cannot be prescribed at each E e 8 independently, but have to be induced by what 
is called the allowable difference structure [5]. Let us denote by 84 the set of all discrete 
elements containing the particle d, 8 4 c 8, and let us define the positive integer m, put-

ting 1+m = max (E, ~),Ee 8,deD. 

DEFINITION 3. The allowable difference structure on (D, 8) is a sequence of m one-one 
mappings !A: D A -+ D -A, D A' D -A c D, A = I, 11, ... , m, satisfying the conditions: 

}. 1\ 1\ (fAd:f;. d), 
A ikDA 

2. 1\ 1\ 1\ [(fAd = f~d) => (A = 4>)}, 
A ~ deDttOD~ 

m 

where the symbol fAd stands for f.,.(d), D* = U DA, and E4 c D is a subset given for each 
.11=1 

de D*, containing the particle d and all particles fAd. 
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It may happen that on (D, t!) the allowable difference structure does not exist. In this 
case, we can introduce the allowable difference structure on each (D4 , 8 4), de D, where 
t! 4 is a set of all discrete elements containing the particle d, and D4 is a subset of D which 
is covered by 8 4• We have to replace in Definition 3 the symbols D, 8, DA, D_A, m by 

D4 , <!4 , M, D;A, m 4 , respectively, where m4+ I = max(.E, ~), E e 8 4 • Such an approach 
may be applied in all problems of mechanics of discretized bodies or when we are to for
mulate the theoretical basis for the finite element method. In what follows, we assume that 
the difference structure is given, and we use the symbols / 1 for one-one mappings which 
determine the allowable difference structure either on (D, 8) or on (D4 , 8 4). Moreover, 

we denotef_A ~/A. 1 and use the symbolsf_Adinstead off_A(d). 
Let us define the subsets R4 c {I, 11, ... , m}, L4 c {I, 11, ... , m} , assuming that 

- -
(A e ~)<=>(de DA), (A eL4) <=>(de G)-A· We see that~= 1 +R4 > 1 for each de D •. 

For an arbitrary function q;:D4 - R, we can define uniquely Jt numbers LJAq;(d) ~ 
df = - df 
= q;(/Ad)-q;(d), A e R4 , and L4 numbers LJAq;(d) = q;(d)-q;(f-Ad), A e L4 • They are 
called the right and left side differences of the function q;: Da -+ R at the particle d. 

Now, let the difference structure be given on (D, 8), and let S be an arbitrary subset 
of D, Ss D. We define for each A the subsets SA c S and S_A c S, assuming that 
(de SA)<=> (fAdeS) and (dE S_A) <=>(f-AdeS); some of the subsets SA, S_A or even all 
of them, may be empty. Let q;:S-+ R be an arbitrary function. Assigning to each de SA 
the real number LJAq;(d) = q;(fAd)-q;(d), we define the function L1Aq;:SA-+ R. Assign-

ing to each de S_A the real number LfAq;(d) = q;(d)-q;(/A_d), we define the function 

JAq;:S_A-+ R. The 2m functions LJAq;:SA-+ R, LfAq;:SA--+ R (some of them may be 
defined on empty sets) are said to be the first differences of the function q;: S -+ R. Because 
all first differences of an arbitrary real valued function q; are themselves real-valued func
tions, then we are able to define the second and higher differences of this function. 

For example, the second differences of the function q;:S-+ R are given by LJALJ<Pq; ~ 
~ Lt<P(LJ<Pq;):S<P,A-+ R, being defined as the first differences of the functions LJ<Pq;:S<P-+ R. 
It is easy to prove that the relations LJAA<Pq;(d) = L1<PL1Aq;(d), de SA,<P n S<P,A' hold, if 
and only if,fAf<Pd = f<PfAd. 

If on (D4 , 84) an allowable difference structure is given, then 84 = (E4,)
4
,eD:, where 

D'! = U JJ1. Let a sequence of I +m4 numbers 1p = 1p(d'), "PA = ~(d') be given at each 
A 

d' e D~, such that ~(d)~ 0 when d"' e DA, 1p(d') r~ 0 when d' ,..., en:, ~(f-Ad)!! 0 

when d- e D-A· If 1 +fL, numbers 1p(d'), ~(d') are components of the vector (with 
respect to the group uma.+1) at E4'' d' En:, then it is possible to prove that the expres
sion 

where the summation convention for A = I, ... , m4 holds, is an invariant under all trans
formations of the allowable difference structure on (D4 , 8 4). The proofs of the theorems 
given here will be published in the separate paper. 
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